Unit 12 Revision

1 Complete the sentences with these words.

anyone anything anywhere everyone everything everywhere nowhere somebody something

1 I think __________ else is as beautiful as this part of the country.
2 Did you meet __________ interesting at the video demonstration?
3 I’ve been looking for you __________! Where were you?
4 __________ at work gave me this leaflet with information about how to sponsor our local zoo.
5 I don’t know __________ about that press release. What was it about?
6 There’s __________ I want you to see. Come, it’s in the garden.
7 __________ knows global warming has disastrous effects on the environment.
8 Wild giant pandas don’t live __________ else except in bamboo forests.
9 __________ he does is for the good of wildlife and the environment. He’s a true nature lover.

2 Put the words in the correct order to make sentences.

1 didn’t / die. / temperatures / If / rise, / wouldn’t / penguins in Antarctica
   If temperatures didn’t rise, penguins in Antarctica wouldn’t die.

2 the money, / had / to conservation projects. / I / If / donate 100 Euros a month / would / I
   ______________________________________________________

3 planted / would / We / have / if / a / atmosphere / a tree. / much cleaner / everyone
   ______________________________________________________

4 hurricane / What / would / your town? / a / hit / you / do / if
   ______________________________________________________

5 about / wouldn’t / wasn’t / you / it / He / if / tell / the rescue centre / important.
   ______________________________________________________

6 clean drinking water. / There / be / everyone / illness / so much / if / had / wouldn’t
   ______________________________________________________

7 If / would / survive. / poaching, / governments / to stop / tried harder / many more species
   ______________________________________________________
Choose the correct option (a, b or c) to complete the sentences.

1. Did you find ________ worth reading in that article about ecology?
   a. everything   b. anything   c. nothing
2. They say ________ is possible in life.
   a. anywhere    b. anything    c. anyone
3. ________ can begin to imagine the damage to our planet as a whole if tropical forests disappear.
   a. No one      b. Someone     c. Nothing
4. Every day a forest fire breaks out ________ in the world.
   a. anywhere    b. somewhere   c. nowhere
5. I think there is ________ worse than polluted oceans full of dead fish.
   a. something   b. anything    c. nothing
6. Why did ________ tell me the weather forecast was for rain? I haven’t brought my umbrella!
   a. no one      b. someone     c. everyone

Complete the second conditional sentences with the correct form of the verbs.

1. If all of Greenland’s ice ________ (melt), sea levels ________ (rise) to dangerous levels.
2. Almost all species on Earth ________ (die) if it never ________ (rain) at all.
3. ________ (you / come) with me to the zoo if you ________ (have) the time?
4. If the Amazon rainforest ________ (disappear), one-third of all species ________ (be) in danger of extinction.
5. If we all ________ (protect) nature, our planet ________ (become) a much better place.
6. Many species of fish ________ (be) saved if we ________ (stop) overfishing the seas.